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Editor/Designer 

Position Brief 

THE COMPANY 

My client has been an industry leader for 25 years with its B2B publication. A family-run and forward-thinking 
firm, they are recognized and respected in the industry. They are currently seeking a full time Editor/Designer. 

THE ROLE 

This is an exciting opportunity to edit and design a B2B magazine that is widely read and well-respected in its 
industry. In conjunction with the Publisher, the Editor/Designer will be responsible for: 

 Planning the content of our publication according to our style and editorial policy

 Develop story and content ideas while being mindful of our audience and clients

 Evaluate submissions from writers and press releases, verify facts, rewrite, correct errors in spelling,
punctuation and grammar

 Plan, write and manage content of all digital media with proper use of HTML, CSS and efficient code

 Work with publisher and sales staff to create advertising material for clients

 Ensuring all advertisements are submitted for each publication assisting clients with input

 Attending and reporting industry events

 Layout and design of magazine in Creative Suite

SKILLS REQUIRED 

 Diploma in Journalism

 Proficiency in Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign

 Proper use of HTML, CSS and efficient code

OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

 This position requires the candidate to have a car and valid G licence as well as a valid Canadian
Passport as extensive travel is required.
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CORE COMPETENCIES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

 Creative thinking skills and the willingness to play a hands-on role executing details.

 Solid attention to detail and highly creative.

 The ability to work well within a deadline-oriented, team environment.

 Strong organizational skills and the ability to multi-task.

 Superior interpersonal skills and the ability to ability to work directly with clients and their
advertisement agencies, specifically their creative departments.

 Flexibility and an enjoyment of travel.

 The ability to project professionalism and warmth in all situations.

 Drive, high-energy, self-motivation and dedication.
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